EASTER IN IRAQ
Sunday, 27 March 2005
The 42d Infantry Division, Task Force Liberty,
assumed responsibility for North Central Iraq on
February 14, 2005. The Area of Operations extended from
the outskirts of Baghdad, 200 miles north and 120 miles
from the Iranian border west to the open desert. Overall,
an area larger than the size of West Virginia, with sizeable
populations of Kurds, Turkomen, Sunni Arabs, Shia
Arabs and surprisingly, Christians. The Division
Headquarters was established in Tikrit at the former
palace complex of Saddam Hussein, also known as
Forward Operating Base (FOB) Danger.
By mid-March, Task Force Liberty settled in to
steady state operations of training and supporting the
Iraqi Army and Police, assisting provincial governments,
rebuilding infrastructure and rooting out Anti Iraqi
Forces and terrorists. Soldiers worked 12-hour shifts, 7
days a week, with little opportunity for breaks in the
routine.
Easter Sunday was an exception. Several chaplains
stationed at FOB Danger planned a rather unique Easter
service. They discovered the ruins of a sixth century
Christian church cut into the cliff on the banks of the
Tigris River. Saddam Hussein built a mosque on top of the
cliff, but he partially rebuilt and carefully preserved the
church below. I guess he was hedging his bets.

Soldiers of different faiths and denominations, each
with their personal weapon and Kevlar helmet, assembled
at the church at dawn. The chaplains began with the usual
prayers and Gospel readings typical of a sunrise service
and then continued with a skit depicting that first Easter
morning. With the background of the ancient church, the
service brought that first Easter to life. Two of the
participants were local Assyrian Christians who worked as
interpreters for Coalition Forces. They recited the Lord’s
Prayer in ancient Aramaic, the language spoken by Jesus.
Also attending was a small detachment of soldiers from
American Samoa. They sang Easter hymns in their native
language. With the assembly of so many different cultures
at an ancient church in the Middle East, it was certainly
an Easter to remember.

Paul Genereux (BG, Ret.)
Chairman, RDVF
Photo credit COL (ret) Jude Mulvey
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

RDVF Members and Supporters,
Happy Easter and Passover! Spring has arrived and with it an opportunity to enjoy
health and fresh air with family and friends.
Hard to believe, but it has been 18 years since the 42d Division mobilized for
service in Operation Iraqi Freedom. While some memories remain fresh, others fade
with the passage of time. May we always remember our comrades-in-arms and the
sacrifice of our fallen brothers and sisters.
Spring also marks the beginning of a new season for scholarship applications.
The Board has formalized expanding the program to include soldiers now serving in
the 42d Division, to include all subordinate and aligned Brigades. Please review the
latest policies and procedures published on our website, www.rainbowvets.org on the
“About RDVF” tab.
Please give this widest possible dissemination.
Rainbow! Never Forget!
Paul Genereux, RDVF Chairman

IN REMEMBRANCE OF LIVES LOST
AND FOUND – Sunday, 29 April 1945

“Because of the action we performed on that
day, we are called liberators of Dachau.
The Rainbow, our comrades-in-arms, the
Thunderbirds; and the attached units, the
692nd Tank Destroyer Battalion (Rainbow)
and the 191st Tank Battalion (Thunderbirds)
constituted the spearhead that destroyed the
diseased, evil heart of the beast that was
Dachau on the twenty-ninth day of April,
1945.” Sam Dann, Dachau, 29 April 1945
The Rainbow Liberation Memoirs Texas
Tech University Press, 1998
Pfc. Robert P. Turpin Cannon Co. 242nd Inf., 42nd Div.
witnesses, “We arrived at the camp in early afternoon.
Shortly after arriving, our company commander requested
that we immediately go to an area where prisoners were being
held. At that time, I was ordered to guard a pile of clothing
about the size of a small house. While standing guard I
reached down and picked up a pair of white baby shoes that
were on the pile of
clothing. They had shoelaces and were the
high-top construction. They were about the
size of what a 2-year-old baby would
wear….”
Printed in the September 2012 REVEILLE,
courtesy of Friends of Former Dachau Prisoners
(The Netherlands) who initiated the search for
and preservation of such testimonies of
surviving Dachau concentration camp liberators
in 2011 with the help of the RDVF.
Both photos of Dachau are from the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum online collections
Photo one – May 1933 view of Dachau Concentration Camp
Photo two – 30 April 1945 Prisoners clothing is piled outside the newly liberated Dachau
Concentration camp.
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Official Prayer of The Rainbow Division
Almighty God, we ask Thy approval of the duties placed upon us: Let Thy wisdom
be our wisdom; Thy strength, our strength; Thy will, our cause. Make our minds alert,
our bodies strong, our thinking straight; that through no lack of ours a shadow be cast
on our division’s bright past, nor its future light be dimmed.
We commend the Rainbow Division, its commander and its men to Thee, as an
instrument of Thy righteous justice.
As the Rainbow supports Thy heavens in wondrous beauty, so grant that our
Division shall support our nation in the blue of its valor, the gold of its love, and the
red of its sacrifice. Amen.
John E. Kinney, Division Chaplain, Camp Gruber, Oklahoma, 1943

THE BEAM OF LIGHT THROUGH DARK MEMORIES
By Paul Fagiolo
On April 29, 1945, as the Rainbow Division approached the Dachau Concentration Camp, they
encountered a train parked just outside the fence. A report filed on that day described “freight
cars full of piled cadavers no more than bones covered with skin, bloody heaps at the railcar
doors where weakened victims, trying to get out, were machine gunned to death by the SS,
including girls.” This was one of many horrors the soldiers of the 42nd would see that day, but
an indelible memory for some who witnessed the “Death Train” was the single survivor the
soldiers pulled from the cars. In the rush to get him medical attention, the Rainbow soldiers
did not catch the victim’s name. In fact, over the following decades these liberators never did
learn his identity, much less what became of him. Fortunately, today’s technologies and
databases can give us some new clues to an old mystery.

The Dachau Death Train

The German national railway system,
the Deutsche Reichsbahn, was a key
component in the mass slaughter of
Hitler’s “Final Solution,” at first by
allowing the Nazis to move Jewish
populations into ghettos, then to
transport them to forced labor camps,
and, ultimately, to death camps.
As the Allied troops closed in on
Germany towards the end of World
War II, the Nazis conducted major
evacuations resulting in tremendous
losses of life through death marches
and increased mass murder within the camps. By 1945, these rail cars, originally designed to
carry cattle, were moving victims from one concentration camp to another.
The Dachau Death Train the Rainbow soldiers discovered started its journey on April 5, 1945 in
the central German city of Weimar, filled mostly with prisoners from the overcrowded
Buchenwald concentration camp. KZ Buchenwald was liberated six days later. The train trip
was to take several days but Allied bombings damaged the tracks at several points and the
victims were forced to remain crammed in the cattle cars for three weeks. Estimates of the
number of victims on the train vary from 2,400 to 6,000 (as do the number of cars in the train)
but each car was certainly loaded far beyond capacity with no heat or water.
On the morning of April 27th, the train arrived at KZ Dachau, but the SS soldiers guarding the
camp refused its entry, so it remained in front of the gate. Again, estimates vary but
approximately 1,000 to 2,000 victims were still alive in the train – about a third of the victims
originally on board – and were taken on foot into the camp for in-processing.
Gleb Rahr, one of those prisoners taken from the train into KZ Dachau, described its journey in
Dachau 29 April 1945, The Rainbow Liberation Memoirs, edited by Sam Dann. Before
departure from Weimar, each victim was rationed a single “bread brick” for the journey.
In the first two weeks, the train slowly meandered through Leipzig, Pilsen, and the Bohemian
Forest, often stopping for hours or days due to the track damage. According to Rahr, SS guards
on the train became increasingly agitated when no other concentration camp would accept the
victims or provide food, shooting prisoners for standing up or sometimes for no reason at all.
At one point, guards shot every person in one of the cars, according to Rahr, who speculated

there must have been a revolt in that car. On April 21st, the train
arrived in Nammering, 200 miles south of Weimar, where they
remained for several days. Approximately 800 corpses were
removed from the train there, and the SS soldiers forced able
prisoners to bury the dead.
Rahr stated that once the train arrived at Dachau and offloaded
the prisoners who could walk, approximately 1,500 dead and
dying remained on the train.

The Sole Survivor

The Death Train had been sitting at the gates of Dachau for two
full days by the time Rainbow’s 222nd Infantry Regiment
approached from the south, and it was the first thing they saw as
they prepared to enter the camp. In The Rainbow Liberation
Memoirs, T/4 Anthony “Tony” Cardinale recounted that he and
S/Sgt Joseph “Joe” L. Balaban approached the train cautiously,
peering into each horrific car as they walked past. Then Tony
caught a glimpse of a hand feebly waving from under dead bodies
and called out to nearby Lt. Col. Donald E. Downard: “Hey
Colonel! Here’s a live one!” Tony and Joe, along with Sgt.
Joseph Hazel, carried an emaciated man from the car and to a
jeep for transport to the forward aid station. Tony recalled that
the survivor asked him, “Frei? . . . Frei?” at which Tony assured
him that they were American soldiers and he was indeed finally
free.

A victim, found alive by T/4 Anthony Cardinale, is pulled from the
Dachau Death Train by Capt. Roy Welbourn (left) and Lt. Col. Donald E.
Downard (right). Photo taken by Pfc. William “Hap” Hazard from
division headquarters, who accompanied Sidney Olsen, a correspondent
for Time-Life.

Lt. Col. Downard decided to personally accompany the survivor to
the aid station, but the story did not end there. According to
Downard’s memoir in the Sam Dann collection, they came under
small arms fire on the way to the aid station and the driver
crashed the jeep. Lt. Col. Downard was thrown from the vehicle
and knocked unconscious, suffering a concussion and contusions.
He regained consciousness at the aid station, only to find the
Death Train survivor lying on the litter next to him. That was the
last time any of the Rainbow liberators saw the survivor. In Sam
Dann’s collection of memoirs, Tony Cardinale stated that Lt. Col.
Downard had tried to gain some information on the survivor over
the years, but to no avail. “I pray that the man we saved is still
living and well,” Tony stated. “It would be a most happy and
emotional scene to reunite with him.”
Unfortunately, that reunion never happened, and the details have
faded with time.
It turns out, however, unbeknownst to many of Rainbow’s
veterans, that there is some evidence as to the identity of the

of the survivor – according to historian John C. McManus,
Rainbow Medic Sgt. Clarence O. Williams, 122nd Medical
Battalion, wrote in a letter to Monroe Freedman in 1981: “Only
one person was found alive and he later became a Chaplain in the
U.S. Army. His name was Rabbi Abraham Feffer.” Although
Rabbi Feffer told family he had been sent to Auschwitz
concentration camp and then to Dachau, he only vaguely referred
to the circumstances of his liberation. Due to this and some other
inconsistencies, McManus could only affirm, “with a degree of
probability” that Feffer might be the Death Train survivor
Rainbow liberated.

Survivor Profile

Abraham Feffer was born the 15th of May 1928 and grew up in
Drobin, Poland approximately 60 miles northwest of Warsaw.
Over half of the town’s 2,000 inhabitants were Jewish, and Feffer
was raised with a deep foundation in Judaism and its traditions.
His parents, Samuel and Mariam, owned a bookstore in the center
of market square, known as the Feffer Store, and young Abraham
was a good student and talented writer. Of that time in his life,
Feffer later wrote, “ In Drobin I realized the centrality of Zion; the
special fellowship of the Jewish people, and the brotherhood of all
mankind.
While Abraham was no stranger to anti-Semitic behaviors in his
home town, life changed drastically after the Germans invaded
Poland in September 1939 and ultimately entered Drobin.
German soldiers and local collaborators seized the Feffers’
valuables, burned their sacred books in the backyard and took
over the bookstore. The family fell from prosperity to poverty.
Ultimately, the Feffers were among those who were rounded up
into work farms and ghettos. Abraham lived in three different
ghettos and spent six weeks at a labor camp.
Then in November 1942, German soldiers marched the Feffer
family onto a train, which carried them to the Auschwitz-Birkenau
station, where passengers were met with barking dogs and SS
soldiers yelling, “Raus! Schnell!” Abraham turned his attention to
the family’s luggage, and was forever separated from his mother
and 10-year-old sister, Faigah. Along with 2,200 of the 2,500
victims on that transport, Mariam and Faigah perished in the gas
chambers that same day. Abraham and his father were among
300 people selected for forced labor; Samuel survived the harsh
conditions for three months, before he, too, perished in the camp’s
horrific killing machines. By the end of the war, some 50
members of Abraham’s extended family had died in the
Holocaust.
Miraculously, Abraham survived over two years in KZ Auschwitz
and, according to historian John McManus was evacuated from it
in January 1945 (presumably just days or weeks before it was
liberated by the Soviets). There is no record of Abraham’s terrible
journey between death camps, but McManus marveled “that
somehow, he survived those perilous months and the odyssey of
the Death Train.
After his rescue and liberation, medics nursed him back to health
(he had reportedly weighed 78 pounds) and he learned to speak
English from U.S. soldiers. With his knowledge of Polish and
German, he became a valuable interpreter and remained with the
U.S. Army for 11 months as a volunteer. Once the war ended,
though, Abraham, only 18 years old, was destitute and alone in the
world. He did know the name of an uncle in New York, and a
soldier helped them connect through an ad in the Yiddish Press.
His uncle arranged for him to migrate to the United States as a
displaced person, and in 1946 Abraham arrived at Ellis Island on
the second WWII refugee ship to land in the United States.

Back before the war, the Feffer family had hopes that young
Abraham would attend the Warsaw seminary and someday
become a rabbi. When he arrived in New York, he no longer had
the means but his Holocaust experience only intensified his faith,
passion for learning and determination to promote Judaism.
He had not yet finished high school in Poland when the Germans
invaded Drobin but he soon earned his diploma in the United
States. While working as a busboy in the Catskills, he met the
Chancellor of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America and
ultimately gained full scholarships for college. He earned his B.A.
from New York University in three years while also taking pretheology courses at the Teachers Institute Seminary-College of
Jewish Studies. In 1952, Abraham entered the seminary and, with
some study at the Hebrew University in Israel, he was ordained a
rabbi on June 3, 1956.
It is uncommon for a U.S. war veteran
to re-enter the Army as a chaplain –
much less a Holocaust survivor – but,
in his own words, Rabbi Feffer
“wanted to repay a debt for my life.”
He attended U.S. Army Chaplain’s
School at Fort Slocum, NY then went
to Fort Hood, Texas as a First
Lieutenant. Rabbi Feffer later wrote,
“What a great day of justified pride
this was for me . . finally, my wish to
‘pay back’ the United States Army . . .
for having liberated me from a pile of
corpses on a train destined for death
near Dachau in 1945 was recognized. What a feeling of fulfilment
it was! I remember how good it felt whenever I wore my
uniform.” While that does seem to confirm that Abraham was the
survivor Rainbow soldiers rescued, there is another account of
soldiers liberating survivors from another train in the vicinity of
Dachau.
After his terrible
wartime ordeal, Rabbi
Feffer went on to live a
long, productive life,
governed by an ethos
of service and
gratitude. His sense
of faith benefitted the
Army itself and
synagogues in
Toronto, Canada
(where he met his
wife, Beth) and in Akron, Ohio, where he served the Beth El
congregation for 30 years and held the pulpit from 1968 to 1986.
As a prominent rabbi, he was among the luminaries in the Jewish
community and had the opportunity to meet President Truman
and the Queen of England. Interestingly, while at Fort Hood, he
was the chaplain for Elvis Presley. He also knew Judy Reznick, an
astronaut who perished in the Challenger accident, and gave her
eulogy on national television. Active in interfaith outreach and
youth programs, he saw human dignity in everyone and lived a life
full of good humor and joy, according to his family. He regarded
children as an essential link in the chain of Jewish and American
history and among his proudest achievements were his own
children, his son, Samuel Gershon Feffer, who died with cancer at
age 2, and his daughter Miriam Feffer, who lives in Washington,
DC and works at a refugee agency, helping people like her father
find safety and freedom. Miriam’s daughter, Abby Feffer, is
named in his memory. He lived with Parkinson’s Disease for 30
years, struggled with dementia near the end of his life, and died in
2005 without ever reuniting with the American soldiers who saved
his life. Photos of Chaplain Feffer and Rabbi Feffer with his wife, Beth
are from USC Shoah Foundation online collections
https://vhaonline.usc.edu/viewingPage?testimonyID=4241.

Given the evidence in Sgt. Clarence Williams’ 1981 letter and
Rabbi Feffer’s own writings, it is likely that Abraham Feffer was
indeed the sole survivor the Rainbow Division found and rescued
from the Dachau Death Train. Unfortunately, though, there is no
clear way to definitively confirm this. Nonetheless, Rainbow
soldiers and their families should take comfort in Abraham’s
story. So many innocent people met an unimaginably horrific end
on those trains, and Abraham Feffer himself lost everything but
his life and unbreakable spirit. Nonetheless, he survived a
horrible experience to live a long, meaningful life full of service,
gratitude, and love, always guided by his strong belief in God.
Paul Fagiolo, researcher and author of the above article, is the
son of Rainbow Division veteran, Romeo J. Fagiolo, H2B/242nd
Infantry Regiment and President of the RDVA, 1993-94

From Rainbow veteran Hilbert Margol’s remarks
prepared for the Days of Remembrance
commemoration at the State of Georgia Capitol
Building 29 April 2022
“77 years ago, April 29th, 1945, my late twin
brother, Howard, and I entered the infamous
Dachau prisoner camp. As a Witness to the Nazi
atrocities that we saw there, I continue hoping and
praying, that people who listen to details of our
experience, and their offspring, outlive the
offspring of the deniers.”
POINTS

By Patrick J. Chaisson
RDVF Historian

“No man or woman, no matter how long he or she has been in
service, overseas or in combat, will be released from the Army if
his or her services are required in the war against Japan.”
-- Don Williams, quoted in Stephen E. Ambrose’s Citizen Soldiers
When the war in Europe ended on May 8th, 1945, every soldier
serving with the Rainbow Division turned his thoughts toward
home. Most wanted to get discharged as soon as possible, but
troops were still needed to occupy the vanquished nations of
Germany and Austria.
Plus, fighting continued to rage in the Pacific Theater of
Operations. Allied planners, knowing an invasion of the Japanese
homeland would require many additional American forces, were
reluctant to prematurely release combat-experienced European
Theater veterans from military service.

Yet not all of the three million G.I.s stationed in Europe on V-E
Day were required for occupation duty or the Pacific war. The
Army began devising a system of deciding who got to go home
when in a way that was as fair as possible.
In no way did these senior leaders wish to repeat what happened
in the First World War. According to author Jonathan Gawne in
his book Finding Your Father’s War, “In World War I, the men
who had entered the Army last were the first to be discharged.”
This meant that those men who had been fighting in France with
the 42nd “Rainbow” Division for over a year had to remain on
occupation duty while other soldiers whose overseas service
amounted to a month or two were sent home long before them.
“This policy,” Gawne observed, “was not well received by either
the men in the ranks or the general public.”

Hilbert Margol, of Battery B, 392nd Field
Artillery Battalion, remembers the points
system a bit differently, however. “At the
time, I, and others, felt it was based on
popularity,” he recalled in a recent email.
Margol supplied an example of this bias,
remembering how “a Silver Star was
awarded to Capt. Hoffman's Jeep driver for
single-handedly wiping out a German
machine gun nest…. A number of us G.I.s
laughed, because we felt that this was
fiction.” But the man in question got five
all-important points along with his
prestigious combat medal.
After Japan surrendered in August 1945, the Army gradually
lowered the number of points required for release. By December
of that year, an enlisted soldier needed just 55 points and four
years of service to qualify for demobilization. Also immediately
eligible for discharge were all enlisted fathers with three or more
dependent children under 18 years of age.

In 1945, as the Second World War wound down, Army planners
published the Adjusted Service Rating system. This scheme
awarded points for service and achievement, as follows:
1 point for every month in service after 16 September 1940
1 point for every month overseas after 16 September 1940
5 points for every Purple Heart Medal
5 points for every decoration
12 points for every child under 18 (maximum of three)
The magic number was 85 points, and the troops who met this
cut-off were known as “high-points men”.
Suddenly, every G.I. in the Rainbow Division became obsessed
with “demobilization points”.
Soldiers with plenty of points could
relax, knowing they were heading
home soon. Many others realized to
their sorrow and frustration that they
weren’t going anywhere for a while.

Another group of veterans receiving
priority treatment under this system
were former prisoners of war.
Tom Houdek, a member of Co. G, 2nd
Bn., 232nd Inf. Rgt., remembers being
sent home right after he was liberated
from a German prison camp.
Demobilization points, Houdek said, did
not apply to rescued POWs.
What were the Rainbow soldiers’
experiences once they started their
journey Stateside after World War II? Learn about Cigarette
Camps, Separation Centers, and Ruptured Ducks in an upcoming
issue of the Rainbow Reveille.
Special thanks to Jim Derry (age 102), Henry Clayton Rooks (age
103), Hilbert Margol (age 98), and Tom Houdek (age 96) for
taking the time to share their personal history with our readers.

PHOTO ONE: Austria 1945: With the fighting now behind them, these
men of the Rainbow Division keep themselves busy while waiting for
their demobilization points to be processed. Photo courtesy 42nd
"Rainbow" Infantry Division: A Combat History of World War II.
PHOTO TWO: Cpl. James Derry is the second man from the left in this
(The 42nd Infantry Division entered
action photo, taken somewhere in France, January 1945. Photo
the war late in comparison with other courtesy 42nd "Rainbow" Infantry Division: A Combat History of World
veteran units like the 1st Infantry and War II.
82nd Airborne Divisions. Less time in PHOTO THREE: Henry Clayton Rooks photo courtesy of his
theater meant fewer overseas points daughter, Glenda Patterson.
PHOTO FOUR: Hilbert Margol poses in Germany or Austria during
and less opportunity to earn a nowthe spring of 1945. Photo courtesy H. Margol.
coveted combat decoration.)
PHOTO FIVE: A wartime portrait of Thomas Houdek. Photo: RDVF
Jim Derry, who served with Antitank Archives.

Co., 242nd Infantry Regiment, said
he liked the Adjusted Service Rating
plan. “As far as I know it was a fair
system,” Derry stated, further
claiming that “no one got cheated out
of points or attempted to get more
that I knew of.”
Henry Clayton Rooks, a Rainbowman with Cannon Co., 242nd
Inf. Rgt., shared this opinion. With regard to demobilization
priorities, Rooks believed the Army did about the best it could do
under the circumstances.

RAINBOW MILESTONES 2022
Our thanks and best wishes to these RAINBOW
DIVISION men on their birthdays this year,
Tom Houdek, 96 on 6 April; James Derry, 102
on 4 February ; Tom Dillingham, 97 on 4 April;
Henry Clayton Rooks, 103 on 20 April;
Hilbert Margol, 98 on 22 February

THE SPECIAL COLLECTION
OF WWII VETERAN
JAMES DERRY A/T Co., 242nd Infantry

HARRY’S PURPLE HEART COMES HOME
By Erin Faith Allen

In memory of T/5 Harry Simon Deener.
Company I, 242nd Infantry Regiment,
42nd ‘Rainbow’ Division.
Each month Purple Hearts Reunited
(PHR), a non-profit whose mission it is to
return lost or stolen medals or other items
of valor to our nation’s Veterans and their
families, receives dozens of packages from
people who have found medals in various
places, and request help in returning them
to the original recipient or their family.
One such package contained a letter from Christina, the daughterin-law of Harry Deener’s second wife. Christina had held onto
Harry’s Purple Heart, Combat Infantryman’s Badge, and dog tags
for years after his passing in 1986 - and her letter asked PHR to
find Harry’s sons and return his items of valor to them.

Attached are photos from my 102nd birthday and some items I
brought back from WWII. I served in the 42 nd Rainbow Division
Anti-Tank Company. The three rifles are an 8.15x46 German
sniper Rifle, a German .22, and a MOD 98 German 8mm.
The .22 was used by Hitler to train youth, preparing them for war.
The bayonets are German as well as the canteen. The rifles and
Luger were all acquired from a small school house as the Germans
were surrendering.
The camera in the picture I found inside one of the homes as we
searched, and it was used to take the final three pictures attached.
Every night we heard
this gun firing but
could not locate it.
When we finally took
the area, we found the
gun’s location and it
was abandoned. The
gun sat on railroad
tracks and was moved
in and out of the
mountainside when
they wanted to fire it.
In the third picture
with three servicemen
sitting on the barrel, I
am the one in the
middle.
I was surprised on Feb 5, 2022 with a birthday parade and party.
There were five fire trucks and 10 private cars of well-wishers
following. After
the parade l was
surprised by
Family
members, some
of which I
hadn’t seen in
years to wish me
a Happy
Birthday and
reminisce –
quite a surprise
to me!!
Photos courtesy of James Derry and his family

When a military artifact comes
home to a family, it opens doors
to closure, and the opportunity
for a family to deepen their
understanding of their Veteran’s
time in service. Many families
have shared that it feels like
their Veteran is walking through
the door again. Time and again,
a profound healing occurs, and
PHR is aware that each time a
family is called, this opportunity
for healing is brought to them.
The Deener family certainly rose
to the occasion.
When he answered the phone, Harry’s son Jerry was, like many of
the families contacted, reserved if not slightly suspicious at the
beginning of the call, but quickly warmed up and was eager to
share what he knew.
“Yes, Harry Deener was my father, and he was wounded in the
war”, Jerry said. Harry was humble about his service, and as a
result Jerry and his younger brother Mal knew very little. The only
details they knew were that Harry had been wounded in an
incident involving an airplane that gave him a huge scar on his
chest, and that he had served in the Rainbow Division.
With limited resources, PHR teamed up with an up-and-coming
research company, Pathfinder Research and Productions, who are
currently writing a book about the 222 nd Anti-Tank Company of
the Division; their recent research work was extremely valuable
and imperative to compiling the puzzle pieces to this seventyseven-year-old story.
Coupling their research experience and ability to light a path into
any family’s history, the two organizations set out on a mission to
paint a detailed historical picture of Deener’s service.
One of the first steps taken was to reach out to Suellen McDaniel,
who has been a great friend to the A/T Co project, as well as being
the editor of the Reveille and secretary of the RDVF affiliate, the
Millennium Legacy Association of the 42nd Infantry “Rainbow”
Division. She was filled in on the story behind the Deener quest.

“If, by some miracle you happen to know of a living veteran from
the company, or have any first-hand accounts that may help us
learn more about Harry Deener, please let us know”, the email
said.
As it turns out, Suellen had both. In her
reply she shared that she happened to
have a journal written by Dee Eberhart
of Co I / 242 sitting on her desk in that
exact moment, and Deener was
mentioned in it.

In addition to presenting
Harry’s long-lost Purple
Heart, CIB, and dog tags,
PHR surprised his sons
with framed prints of the
Rainbow Trail, so that
they can daily see
evidence of their father’s
now-known footsteps
through the war that had
Photo of Pfc. Dee R. Eberhart, 1st Scout
been a mystery to them
24 April 1945: "We were strafed by a for so many decades.
couple of low (and I mean low) flying
In addition, PHR shared details of his training at Camp Gruber,
ME 109's, the first one right on top of
the journey through the Strait of Gibraltar into Marseilles, and
us as we were strung out in a long
further information about the Rainbow Trail.
column of men on foot and in
Erin Faith Allen presents Purple Heart medal to the Deener brothers
vehicles. The pilot sent a machine gun
Another surprise was waiting for the family, who were delighted to
bullet right through the chest of Deener, one of our jeep
find the Jewish mezuzah attached to Harry’s dog tags, which
drivers. Deener survived. "
contains a scroll known as the klaf. On the klaf is written a prayer
from the Torah, and this prayer would have been central to
Before long, Jerry and Mal Deener were sitting on a call with 97Harry’s belief in God, which he carried around his neck as a
year-old Dee Eberhart, who was able to give them a detailed
constant reminder of his faith.
eyewitness account of the very moment their father was wounded
In addition to the mezuzah, there is
seventy-seven years ago in the green rolling hills of Germany.
an ‘H’ stamped onto Harry’s dog tag.
The Division, fresh out of the Battle for Würzburg, was making
The ‘H’ stands for Hebrew.
their push to Munich. Company I was bivouacked outside of
Mündling when they were strafed at 1500, a terrifying experience
All of our warriors are heroes, for the
for the exposed infantrymen.
sole reason that they place their life
in the line of fire. Harry was quite
Deener was struck in the chest by a round from the
literally in the line of fire when that
Messerschmitt’s cowl-mounted 7.92mm machine gun.
bullet struck him in the chest, mere
inches from the mezuzah he
“Your father was the sole and unfortunate recipient of a German
wore. Considering the mezuzah and
bullet”, Eberhart told the Deener brothers. He recalled that the
the H around his neck, Harry, like all other Jewish men just like
ME109 was flying so low he could see the fierce look in the pilot’s him fighting against the Germans, was a different kind of hero.
eyes as he pulled the trigger and unloaded his ammunition onto
the men of the 242.
Like so many men of his generation, Harry came home, worked
hard, and was a role model to his sons. He taught them about hard
It is impossible to fathom the shock that Harry would have
work, integrity, and generally being the kind of human that others
experienced. One moment he was lining up in the afternoon sun
would look up to.
with the rest of his company, and the next he was hit by a bullet
from the strafing ME109. Even more impossible to comprehend is Wherever Harry is, his chest, bearing scars for the freedom we
the miracle of his survival, and the long months he fought to
cherish today, must be bursting with pride at who his sons, and
regain his health and strength so that he could return home to his their sons and daughters, and their sons and daughters have
family.
turned out to be.
Shortly after the phone call with Dee Eberhart, PHR traveled to
New Jersey to meet Mal and Jerry in person, and reunite them
with their father’s Purple Heart.

When Harry arrived home after so many days of combat and
recovery, his then three-year-old son Jerry asked: “Where you
was, Daddy?”

The family gathered at the very same home from which Harry had
departed, and returned to after his months of combat and
subsequent recovery at Walter Reed Hospital. The current owners
were gracious to open their home to the fifty or so family members
and friends.
After a tour of the interior,
which retains some of the
original features both sons
remember from their
childhood, Jerry and Mal
stood before the dozens of
friends and family gathered
on the lawn and shared
their memories of their
father amidst much
laughter and a few tears.

Harry’s reply was, “Someday, I’ll tell you son”.

Mal Deener holding a photo of his mother holding her small son, Mal,
and standing in the very same place.

As we know, Harry didn’t share much of his war with his sons.
But, sometimes the fathers who serve in our wars best speak their
stories through the medals that find their way home.
Between Purple Hearts Reunited, Pathfinder, Suellen, Dee
Eberhart and Christina, it would seem Harry Deener has enlisted
a squad of soldiers to carry his story home to his family.
To date, Purple Hearts Reunited has returned 3000 medals and
items of valor to our Veterans and their families, museums, and
Homes of Honor. www.purpleheartsreunited.org .
Erin Faith Allen is a published author and researcher. She is also the
Operations Director for Purple Hearts Reunited, and co-founder of
Pathfinder Research and Productions. She lives in Houston, Texas.
erin@erinfaithallen.com For the 12- minute excellent production of
Harry Deener’s family reunion and homecoming, please go to
https://youtu.be/P_5pnAH1IcY

Greetings Friends,
We are about to enter another Scholarship Application season as the 2022 RDVF Scholarship window opens March 1st and runs through
July 15th. This year, we have some exciting news to report on the eligibility criteria. The Board of Directors has done it again by taking an already
great organization and making it even better! At the September meeting they approved an update to the membership class of the RDVF that now
includes “Aligned for Training” (AFT) Brigades. This update to our bylaws clearly defines the path for these great Soldiers to become members
and yes, you guessed it, apply for RDVF Scholarships. A few years ago, the Board also voted that the sponsor of a scholarship applicant must be a
RDVF life-member. So, under this newly defined membership class, finding a life-member sponsor for a scholarship applicant is now more
accessible. There’s no better time than now to spread this great news in order to increase our RDVF memberships and promote the scholarship
program.
To apply for a scholarship, an applicant must be either a graduating high school senior who is accepted to a college, enrolled in college,
and/or eligible to attend college in the fall and who is also one of the following:
A current Soldier, in good standing, assigned to the following 42nd Infantry Division units:
42nd Infantry Division (NY ARNG)
27th Infantry Brigade Combat Team (27th IBCT) (NY ARNG)
44th Infantry Brigade Combat Team (44th IBCT) (NJ ARNG)
86th Infantry Brigade Combat Team (86th IBCT) (VT ARNG)
42nd Combat Aviation Brigade (42nd CAB) (NY ARNG)
197th Field Artillery Brigade (197th FAB) (NH ARNG)
26th Maneuver Enhancement Brigade (26th MEB) (MA ARNG)
369th Sustainment Brigade (NY ARNG)
A descendant of a current RDVF Veteran or Legacy Member (A descendant is defined as: All spouses, children, spouses of children,
descendants and spouses, and all blood and adopted relatives and their spouses, or…
An immediate Gold Star Family Member of an OIF/OEF Soldier (or a more recent Named-Operation) who died in service under the
command of a 42nd Infantry Division unit. (Mother, Father, Sibling, Spouse, or Child)
Another soon-to-be-released scholarship program from the RDVF is one that will focus on financial support to our currently serving Soldiers
who are seeking professional certifications in lieu of a four-year undergraduate degree. The RDVF recognizes the value these highly-skilled
individuals bring to our nation and our economy and we are proud to be forging new ground in developing this important scholarship program.
The RDVF’s generosity and promotion of the educational futures of our membership’s descendants and Soldiers of the Division has been
terrific and is only getting better each year. We should all be very proud of the positive impact this program is having on so many young lives.
Thanks so much for your support to this important program.
“Rainbow”
Never Forget!
Gary S. Yaple, Scholarship Chairman 3427 Long Shadow Drive Baldwinsville, NY 13027
Tel: 585-507-8363 Email: Gyaple1@gmail.com
WWII RAINBOW MEMORIAL LIST
Deaths Reported since January 2022
DAVIS, William W. K/242nd Infantry

Rainbow Division
National Auxiliary
World War II

RAINBOW DIVISION VETERANS FOUNDATION, INC.
Contributions 10 January 2022 – 10 April 2022
Rainbow Scholarship Endowment Fund
Mary C. Kenny – 200. In honor and memory of William T. Kenny, Co. G, 242nd Infantry;
Dr. (Rev.) Patricia Cockrell Wood – 100. In honor and memory of Private Alvin J.W.
Cockrell, 150th FA, WWI Veteran; Patricia Chandler Brown – 200. in honor and memory
of Leonard B. Chandler, 151st MGB, WWI Veteran; Gregory Wilk – 100. In honor of SFC
Robert Gibson; Charles Podhaizer – 54.

Mary Kenny, wife of William C. “Bill” Kenny, G/242nd Infantry; Bill served as Commander, New Jersey
Chapter of the RDVA, President of the RDVA and, later, as Chairman of the Rainbow Division Veterans
Memorial Foundation, Inc. (RDVF). Mary served as National Auxiliary President and also spearheaded the
Rainbow Leave-a-Legacy Project, collecting and transcribing the stories of veterans through written and oral
interviews. Their service and kindness will be long appreciated and remembered. This photo is shared by
their son, Jim Kenny.

The Rainbow Division Veterans Memorial Foundation is a 501(c)(3) charitable non-profit
organization dedicated to commemorating the deeds, sacrifices and traditions of the 42 nd Infantry (Rainbow) Division
through memorials, education and preserving the Legacy of the 42nd Division.

